Team Green: Thought Locker

Performance Period: Sunday 2/5 - Saturday 2/11

1. Summary of Group Accomplishments:
   - Created Google Drive location for document collaboration
   - Rethemed the powerpoint presentation
   - Established the problem and solution we would like to achieve
   - Completed the first ten slides of the presentation
   - Made adjustments to website
   - Team meeting with Professor Brunelle

2. Individual Contributions/Accomplishments:
   - Deshawn
     i.
   - Olivia
     i. Formatted and themed powerpoint presentation
     ii. Corrected images on our presentation to better fit theme
     iii. Provided recommendations on how to improve the presentation and provided theme formats
     iv. Discussed possible problem and solution methods
   - Nathan
     i. Created Google Drive folder
     ii. Developed and adjusted the website according to our new problem and solution
     iii. Researched statistical claims to provide background information for our problem
     iv. Formatted our presentation to meet the requirements
● Jerome
  i. Researched statistical claims to provide background information for our problem
  ii. Added images to our presentation to support the necessity for our solution
  iii. Aided in the discussion of our problem description and solution

● Ty
  i. Developed a possible problem flow for the upcoming week
  ii. Started the initial powerpoint to get an outline established
  iii. Led the discussion for how to proceed in a meaningful way
  iv. Research background information for supporting documentation

● Ryan
  i. Contributed to the discussion of themes
  ii. Reworked our problem and solutions statements to better fit our goals
  iii. Led the discussion with Mr. Brunelle for our weekly meeting

3. Key Objectives for Coming Week:
   ● Develop a process flow for solution and problem
   ● Develop Competition Matrix
   ● Develop Major Functional Component Diagram

4. Issues/Concerns:
   ● Time management
   ● Further research is required for background information